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Blockchain technologies continue to transform entire 
industries. We aim to pioneer this inevitable 
transformation in civil and general air transportation, an 
extremely sensitive organization that keeps the world as 
a whole economy alive. 

An uninterrupted and unblemished aviation 
experience becomes possible with AVIONEX. 
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Legal Considerations 
Disclaimer 

©2022 AVIONEX. All rights reserved. No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a 
retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording, or otherwise, without the prior permission of AVIONEX, except as permitted by applicable 
copyright laws (including Canada). 

Designations used by companies to distinguish their products are generally considered trademarks. 
All brand names and product names used in this publication are trade names, service marks, 
trademarks, or registered trademarks of their respective owners. AVIONEX is not affiliated with, 
endorsed, or endorsed by any products, services, vendors, and companies mentioned in this post. 

Limitation of Liabilities/Disclaimer of Warranty 

While AVIONEX has done its best to produce this publication, AVIONEX makes no representations or 
warranties regarding the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this publication and 
specifically disclaims the implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular product. 

Fact patterns, regulatory environments, practices, and interpretations are subject to change. This 
publication is distributed free of charge with the awareness that AVIONEX and its members, 
observers, and consultants do not provide professional services under this contract. AVIONEX and 
its members, observers, and consultants will not be responsible for any damages that may arise due 
to this. If professional advice or other specialist assistance is required, the services of a qualified 
professional should be sought. 
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Risks 

Purchasing AVIONEX Tokens (AVIO Tokens, AVIOs Stable Tokens, and Premium Company Tokens) 
carries some risks. Buyers should carefully review the following risks before purchasing the Token: 

AVIONEX Tokens will be stored in a wallet that can only be accessed with a password set by the 
buyer. Loss may result if the recipient forgets or loses the password or another person learns the 
password. 

Buyer acknowledges that certain products and services under the AVIONEX PLATFORM are 
currently in use. Products and platforms may undergo significant changes prior to development 
and release. Buyer's expectations regarding the form and functionality of any AVIONEX Platform 
may not be met to any extent. 

Buyer understands that AVIONEX will use its best efforts to bring AVIONEX products and platform 
to market. The official release date may be delayed. 

As with other crypto assets, the value of AVIONEX Tokens can fluctuate significantly and decrease 
in value for any reason. Supply and demand balance, cryptocurrency market conditions, political or 
geographical reasons, legal and regulatory changes, technical reasons, and other reasons may 
cause these fluctuations. 
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1. Project Summary 
AVIONEX is a fully equipped aviation ecosystem that uses blockchain technologies as infrastructure 
for all products and platforms. AVIONEX aims to provide a 360-degree aviation experience in the 
aviation industry from end users to professional users. 

AVIONEX offers the qualities of blockchain technologies, such as speed, efficiency, transparency, 
and immutability, to the aviation industry. With all aviation payments, passenger-company relations, 
spare parts tracking, patent registration technology, simulated flight experience programs in 
Metaverse, and similar new technology products, AVIONEX fully meets all the requirements of 
aviation, making the aviation industry more efficient with the power of its blockchain infrastructure. 

The AVIONEX Ecosystem basically consists of 3 roof platforms: 

AVIO TOKEN: Together with AVIOs Stable Token, it is the digital currency that ensures the 
operability of the AVIONEX Ecosystem. Its supply is limited. Using AVIO Token for payments in 
the AVIONEX Ecosystem brings some advantages within the ecosystem. The reflection of the 
total value of the AVIONEX Ecosystem in the digital world is the AVIO Token. Passengers and 
companies holding the token are a part and stakeholder of the ecosystem. 

 

AVIOPAY: It is a fast, uninterrupted, and secure payment infrastructure where all aviation 
payments can be made with blockchain infrastructure. It works integrated with all units of the 
AVIONEX Ecosystem and secures all payments with smart contracts. Payments made with the 
AVIOPAY infrastructure are made with low transaction fees and without intermediaries. 
 

AVIOVERSE: It is the blockchain-based social platform of the aviation world. AVIONFT, the digital 
marketplace of aviation, and AVIOVERSE, the digital universe of aviation, are under this platform. 
In addition, it is possible to exchange the AVIOLITY Tokens issued by airline companies for their 
passengers with other digital currencies on AVIOSPHERE. 
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With all its platforms and its products and services under the media roof, AVIONEX produces 
solutions to the chronic problems of the aviation industry by using the world's newest and most 
advanced technologies as infrastructure. Passengers, airline companies, and other aviation 
companies meet under a single platform. They can perform all their transactions easily and quickly, 
without the delay and loss of efficiency caused by intermediary institutions and bureaucratic 
problems. 

2. Tokenomics 
AVIONEX uses the AVIO Token to facilitate payments and distribute rewards to users. Additional 
rewards are distributed for users, liquidity providers, and Avioverse players who stake the native 
AVIOS Stable Token. A transaction fee is charged for all purchases made on the platform. 

2.1.Functions of AVIO Token 

There will be two tokens on the AVIONEX platform - AVIO and AVIOS Stable Token. 

I. AVIOS Stable Token - a stable token fixed to 1 USD, which provides ease of work and service 
access to users and provides protection from inflation in the entire Avionex Ecosystem. 

II. AVIO is the core utility token of the AVIONEX platform, which will be structured as a fixed supply 
token. The core functions of the native token are: 

a. Purchase of goods and services on the platform 

b. Staking 

Access to gated content 
Fee discounts 
Rewards 

c. Rewards distribution for 

Token stakers 
Liquidity providers 
AvioPay users 
Aviolity participants 
AvioNFT creators 
Avioverse (in the process of developing) 
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2.2.AVIOs Stable Token 

AVIOs is designed to be an asset/reserve-backed stable coin similar to other coins like USDT and 
USDC. An extreme liquidity supply of Curve3pool will back AVIOs Stable token.  

Users buy AVIOs on the AVIONEX platform and can pay, remit or save. Users can convert AVIOs back 
to their fiat anytime. Suppose a user initiates a transaction to buy one AVIOS using fiat currency. 
That fiat currency is deposited and stored as one U.S. dollar, and the new AVIOs are minted. If you 
sell an AVIOs Token in exchange for fiat currency, the AVIOs are "burned" when the fiat money is 
transferred back to the user's bank account. The fiat currency stored at AVIONEX is deposited into a 
non-crypto savings account, which generates yield directed towards the AVIO Token. 

Any users holding AVIOs can convert it to the underlying asset (USD) at any time after paying any 
applicable conversion fees. The conversion amount should be a minimum 10 000 USD. 

2.3.Payment 

Payments on the platform can be carried out in multiple accepted cryptocurrencies. While not the 
primary function of the native token, it can still be used for the payment of goods and services on the 
platform and for transaction settlement. Transactions carried out in the token enjoy a 20% fee 
discount. 

2.4.Staking 

Staking the AVIO Token will provide stakers with the following advantages. 

Participation in the reward pool distribution 

Discounts in fees based on the amount staked 

 Access to gated content 

The staking benefits are based on levels determined by the FIAT equivalence of the tokens staked at 
the time of staking. This means that even if the token decreases in value, users will not lose their 
benefits if they don’t unstake. On the flip side, if the token increases in value, users can unstake, then 
stake a lower token amount and pocket the difference. 

2.4.1.Stake To Earn 

Players will be able to lock up their AVIO  Tokens to receive variable yields based on the staked 
amount. This allows players to have returns on assets, which would otherwise be unproductive to 
stay in their wallets. AVIO tokens can be locked for a predefined duration to achieve higher 
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returns. The earnings are received from the Reward Pool daily, as described in more detail in 
Rewards. 

2.4.2.Stake for a Discount 

Apart from receiving yield, players who stake to earn will also receive discounts for all fees which 
are paid on the platform. AVIO Token has to be staked for a certain period (1 month) and can not 
be unstaked during this period. The discount is based on the amount of AVIO Token staked, as 
displayed in the table below (example numbers). 

In the table above: 

FIAT equivalence is the FIAT equivalent of the tokens, at the time of staking, needed to 
achieve the level. 

Tokens are the tokens needed to reach the FIAT equivalent, using the highest token sale 
price. 

% of the total represents the tokens as % of the total token supply.  

The difficulty, inc., is the increase in the FIAT equivalence required between different levels. 

2.4.3.Gated Content 

Certain parts of the AVIONEX functionalities will be reachable only to users interested in 
committing more to unlock higher-tier privileges. AVIO serves as an access token, in this case, so 
depending on the number of tokens staked, users enjoy early access to special offers, discounts, 
and additional features on the platform. They can later unstake their tokens and lose that access. 
Still, until then, the tokens would be out of circulation, creating scarcity in small amounts and 
reinforcing the perception of utility in the AVIO token.  
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LEVEL TOKENS BENEFİTS % OFTOTAL FIAT EQUIVALENT DIFFICULTY INC.

1 71,429+ 5% Discount 0.000918% 2,500

2 357,143+ 10% Discount 0.004592% 12,500 %500

3 1,428,571+ 15% Discount 0.018367% 50,000 %400

4 4,285,714+ 20% Discount 0.055102% 150,000 %300

5 10,714,286+ 25% Discount 0.137755% 375,000 %250
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Users on the platforms could be divided into five tiers, depending on the amount of AVIO tokens 
staked. 

The different tiers will determine the following utilities described below: 

AVIOPAY- special offers, premium access to the platform, early access to additional features like 
an invitation to debate on new technology implementations, and participation in the project. 

AVIOSPHERE - accessing exclusive events, quests, maps, news, competitions, streaming parties, 
and early access to the new platform features. 

AVIOLITY- participation in specially created campaigns, social events, voting events, and access 
to exclusive early access to pre-sale ticket campaigns. 

AVIONFT - access to parcel auctions, exclusive access to rare NFTs and airdrops, and special 
building designs. 
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LEVEL TOKENS BENEFİTS % OFTOTAL
FIAT 

EQUIVALENT
DIFFICULTY 

INC.

1 71,429+ Access To Parcels Auctions 0.000918% 2,500

2 357,143+
Access To Parcels Auctions + 

Allowance To Buy 10% Larger Parcels 
Compared To The Previous Level

0.004592% 12,500 %500

3 1,428,571+

Access To Parcels Auctions + 
Allowance To Buy 10% Larger Parcels 

Compared To The Previous Level, 
Access To Special Nfts

0.018367% 50,000 %400

4 4,285,714+

Access To Parcels Auctions + 
Allowance To Buy 15% Larger Parcels 

Compared To The Previous Level, 
Access To Rare Nfts & Access To 

Some Airdrops Of Nfts And Special 
Buildings Design

0.055102% 150,000 %300

5 10,714,286+

Access To Parcels Auctions + No 
Limit For Buying Parcels, Exclusive 
Early Access To Rare Nfts, Airdrops 
Of Limited Nfts And Rare Building 
Designs Available Only To Top-Tier 

Token Holders, Access To Exclusive 
News.

0.137755% 375,000 %250
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2.5.Rewards 

AVIONEX will incentivize platform participants via its reward pool. The exact actions which will be 
incentivized and the exact incentive amounts will be further specified. However, the initial set of 
rewarded actions (and their percent allocation from the daily rewards) is: 

Stake the AVIO token (20%)  

Provide liquidity for the AVIO/USDC pair on the AMM and stake the resulting LP tokens (30%)  

AvioPay users (10%)  

Aviolity participants (10%)  

AvioNFT creators (10%) 

Avioverse (20%) - before Avioverse is implemented, this part of the reward will go towards 
Stakers of the token.  

The rewards will be distributed from a fixed supply reward pool and will be based on Epochs. Each 
epoch has a duration of 7 days. The daily rewards during the Epoch are constant (in this case, equal 
to 0.03% of the outstanding tokens in the reward pool at the start of the current Epoch) and are 
recalculated at the end of the epoch.  Rewards are accumulated on a per-block basis and are 
distributed between all groups eligible for rewards based on the allocations specified in the 
paragraph above. 

This number is picked as targeting annual inflation (based on the total token supply) of around 
3.5% in the first year and gradually reducing it from there on. 

The reward pool can never be depleted since the rewards are always distributed as a 
percentage of the outstanding tokens in the pool. 

The rewards get less and less over time (Bitcoin style), but the net USD value of the rewards 
might increase in case the price of the AVIO token increases. 

This rewards mechanism provides capped inflation and is compatible with fixed supply 
tokens (as opposed to perpetual inflation) 

2.5.1.Rewards Cliff 

Before claiming their rewards, users must first vest their tokens. For all reward allocations, the 
vesting period is 12 months (from the moment when the user triggers the vesting). Tokens are 
vested in the staking pool and receive rewards from it as any other deposit, with a multiplier 
based on the duration (12 months). This approach has been implemented by multiple projects 
and explored by leading researchers in the space. 

The vesting tokens will be represented by an NFT, allowing the rewards to be sold on a secondary 
market while they are still vesting! This creates an alternative derivative market for the rewards. 
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The rewards will be distributed based on the following formula: 

Where: 

 RD%  is the % allocation of the daily reward for user X 

 Cx is the contribution of user X for the whole day 

                           is the sum of the contributions for all the users in the system for this  particular 
full day 

For items with a multiplier ( M ), we can further define the contribution Cx as a function of the 
multiplier and the tokens staked ( T ) as follows: 

Then finally, we can define M as a function of the duration for which the tokens were staked (in 
weeks). Curve’s vote-locking mechanism first pioneered this approach. We define the multiplier as 
follows: 

Where (D) is the duration of the stake in weeks, this gives us the following multiplier curve based 
on duration. 
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Let’s illustrate the above with an example: 

User A stakes 2000 tokens without a duration, so his contribution is 2000. 

User B stakes 1000 tokens with a duration of 25 weeks, which translates into a two multiplier, 
so his participation weight is also 2000. 

	If those are the only two users with an active stake, they would be getting the exact same reward, 
even though User A has staked two times more tokens! 

2.5.2.What happens after the duration expires 

The tokens remain staked in the pool but can now be withdrawn at any point in time. The pools 
continue to accumulate rewards with their original multiplier. 

2.6.Replenishing The Reward Pool 

While, as described earlier, the reward pool of the project is designed to be non-depletable, the 
rewards which are provided are significantly reduced over time. 

In order to counteract this, a percentage of all proceeds on the platform will be used to replenish the 
reward pool. These include: 

 10% of all fees 
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Furthermore, since some of those fees are collected in currencies different from the core protocol 
token, a buyback will first be executed, thus further increasing the demand for the token. 

The pool replenishment will only be performed if the pool's current token availability is below 75% of 
the original token allocation. If the tokens in the pool are more than this threshold, the remaining 
tokens (overflow) will be used for burning, as described in the Burning section. This means that in 
the early stages of the project, there will be deflationary pressure on the token. 

The above setup creates an interesting self-balancing mechanism where eventually, the project will 
reach an equilibrium point at which the daily deposits to the reward pool will roughly be equal to the 
daily rewards distributed (since the former is a flat value while the latter is a percentage value of the 
pool). This equilibrium point is self-adjusting since an increase in the deposits would lead to 
increased rewards  
and vice versa. 
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Here is how this works in practice: 

1. User A comes to the platform and purchases services worth 1000 AVIO tokens/USD 

2. The platform collects 10% or 100 AVIO tokens / USD 

3. If the fee is collected in USD, then it is used to buy back tokens of the market. 

4. The resulting tokens are deposited in the reward pool if it is below the established threshold 
and used for burning otherwise. 

2.7.Burning 

The platform will dedicate all excess tokens in the reward pool, above the predefined threshold of 
75%, to a burn program.  This means that the AVIO token will have a constantly decreasing supply, 
with the rate of decrease being proportional to 10% of the platform’s revenue. This has been an 
approach that has shown tremendous positive effects on the token price. 

1. User A comes to the platform and purchases services worth 1000 USD 

2. The platform collects a 10% or 100 USD 

3. If the funds in the Reward Pool are above the predefined threshold, then this amount of 
100 USD is used for burning AVIO tokens and reducing the token circulation. The burn is 
performed by sending the tokens to an unspendable address.  

4. The remaining 900 USD is used to fund the platform`s operations 

Since the above operations can be costly, the platform will batch the burning operations (rather than 
execute them with each transaction) in order to keep them economically feasible. 
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2.8.Sale Financials & Token Generation Event 

While, as described earlier, the reward pool of the project is designed to be non-depletable, the 
rewards which are provided are significantly reduced over time. 
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BASIC

Ticker AVIO

Sale Denomination Currency USD

Eligibility Subject to KYC and AML 

Sale Stages 4

TOKEN GENERATION EVENT SUMMARY 

Initial Total Tokens 7,777.8 MM AVIO 

Sale Tokens 1,944.4 MM AVIO* 

Sale Allocation 25.00%

Remaining Tokens Post-Sale Deposited To Reserves
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2.9.Token Distribution 

 

 

Allocation of funds raised during the token sale (in MM USD). Assumes reached Hardcap. 

Total tokens allocation. Assumes reached Hardcap 
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3. Platforms And Products 
AVIONEX Ecosystem; It consists of 5 platforms, 3 of which are roofs and 2 basic digital tokens. 

The products of the AVIONEX ecosystem are AVIOPAY, the aviation payment platform; the 
AVIOSPHERE platform, the colorful world of aviation; and AVIOLITY, which will include airline utility-
loyalty tokens within this platform, AVIONFT, which offers aviation NFTs, AVIOVERSE, the new 
universe of aviation, and the only valid token on all platforms. AVIO Token, which will be used as a 
token, and the stable token of the system, which is fixed to 1 unit USD in the future, is AVIOs. 
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3.1.Aviopay 

AVIOPAY Platform is a payment system that combines commercial solutions and industry 
experience for its customers. 

Traditional payment methods impose a high cost on the end user as a result of inadequate old 
technologies and bureaucratic clumsiness. These costs are minimized with AVIOPAY's blockchain-
based technology and smart contracts. 

AVIOPAY enables legal entities to pay for the services received and provided through its fast, easy 
and accountable platform secured with blockchain. The terms of service between the two 
institutions are easily determined mutually, and the smart contract is created on the blockchain. 

The network of the AVIOPAY platform will have an architecture that specially developed protocols 
will protect against errors, fraud, and abuse of the counterparty. It ensures that mutual service 
payments of companies in the civil and general aviation sectors can be made 24/7 with blockchain 
infrastructure and that these transactions are secured with smart contracts. It provides a specialist 
function by recording commercially used parts and services on the blockchain through this platform. 

Together with its contracted companies, AVIONEX makes essential services accessible to users 
even in the most challenging times. In addition, after the terms of service are mutually determined 
between the two institutions, they can easily create smart contracts on the blockchain. 

The payment to be made by the service recipient and the wallets directly connected to the contract 
are locked in the smart contract. When the terms of service are met and completed, the payment is 
automatically transferred from the smart contract to the wallet of the Service Provider through the 
platform. When this agreement's technical and physical conditions are fulfilled, the service provider 
sends a confirmation to the service-receiving party through the platform. After the service user 
approves the terms, the payment is made automatically. 

3.1.1.Smart Contract Factors and Benefits of NFT’s 

The platform tokenizes the maintenance parts of the aircraft and the aircraft's equity as NFT on 
the blockchain and stores the exchange and transformation cycle of these parts in the blockchain 
network. It does this through smart contracts. Thus, as NFT, we stamp the details, such as the 
journey and maintenance of the aircraft's assets as time and date, in the Blockchain network and 
make it functional in smart contracts in the same way. 

This provides transparency and ease of follow-up in aircraft maintenance and part replacement 
processes. It also takes advantage of the SECURITY of the blockchain network. 
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3.1.2.Structure of AVIOPAY Smart Contracts and Usage of NFT 

Smart contracts are created by selecting the parts registered in the system as NFT, possible 
sectoral transactions or manually entering the payment and time concepts, prohibited obligations, 
and penal conditions such as withdrawal, on the platform. The operator using the platform 
creates the contract without the need for code knowledge. It reviews, approves, or rejects 
incoming approval requests. 

3.1.3.NFT of Parts And Aircraft Equity Life Cycle 

NFT of Parts and Aircraft Equity Life Cycle Parts are selected as NFT and added to the contract. If 
the parts are zero, NFT’s can be produced by the part changers via the platform. The company 
that replaces the part adds the origin and other technical information of NFT and notifies the 
assembly of the part to the relevant aircraft and records it in the smart contract. For example, 
NFTs of aircraft and parts that have been removed from the runway and completed their life are 
burned by the system. 

3.1.4.Platform Payment and Value Exchange Tools 

The AVIOPAY platform is fully supported by smart contracts built on the blockchain. They can 
make payment facilities 24/7 without the need for central authorities, with AVIOs Token, a crypto 
token pegged to 1 USD, or AVIO Token, which is AVIONEX value token, among legal entities. 
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3.2.AVIO Token 

The AVIO Token is the value token of the AVIONEX ecosystem. Value tokens enable the material 
production of the product within the project to be transported and distributed to smaller parts with 
the transparency of blockchain technology or collected again. The AVIO token is produced with a 
certain and limited number of blockchain infrastructure, representing the tangible and deflationary 
values produced within the entire ecosystem, and preserves it. 

3.2.1.Features of AVIO Token 

Designed as a value token, AVIO has a limited supply. It is designed to increase its value day by 
day due to the increase in demand as the number of Project products and users increases as its 
supply is limited. AVIO is not a deposit token. AVIO, which does not feature a management token, 
is not used for voting as there is no DAO structure in the project. Products and services are traded 
within the Ecosystem with the AVIO Token. 

3.2.2.Use Cases of AVIO Token 

It can be used in all platforms and web applications where AVIOSPHERE Web3 tools are 
integrated, as well as being used for value transfer and product, exchange on AvioNFT, Avioverse, 
Aviolity and AVIOPAY platforms in the AVIONEX Ecosystem. 

3.3.AVIOs 

AVIOs Token is a stable token and is fixed to 1 USD. 

This stable token, minted in return for the USD balance in the bank accounts of the AVIONEX 
organization, is also designed to be minted or burned according to the inflation of the liquidation and 
the supply demand. 

3.3.1.Use Cases of AVIOs Token 

AVIOs which is a candidate to be a store of value in the aviation industry and universal trade, 
provides ease of trade and service accessibility to the users in the entire AVIONEX ecosystem, 
from the AVIOPAY platform, which will provide B2B services, to the Avioverse platform. AVIONEX, 
which set out with the goal of strong company structure and regulatory compliance, will enter the 
markets with AVIO Token in order to increase the use of B2B in the market. In addition to 
corporate use, AVIOs Stable Token, which can be used individually on AvioNFT and Avioverse 
platforms, has a suitable technical structure to be a part of daily life and to be used by individuals 
in their daily expenses. 
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3.4.Aviosphere 

AVIOSPHERE   Airports in the universe of AVIOVERSE and AVIOVERSE, the Metaverse of aviation, 
which will be an inseparable part of life in the very near future, AVIOLITY, where utility-loyalty tokens 
of airlines are offered and traded, AVIONFT where NFTs belonging to the aviation industry are traded, 
will be an integral part of life in the very near future. is a platform that includes visiting places in the 
digital universe, NFT Museums and many more experiences and services. 

This platform, which aims to carry the relations of companies operating in the Civil Aviation sector 
with their users to the next level; AVIO aims at freedom and value sharing in the end user experience 
with AVIOs Token and blockchain technology infrastructure. 

With the B2C premium tokens that will be created specifically for airline companies on the 
AVIOSPHERE platform, companies aim to facilitate the accessibility of civil aviation services and 
maximize the user experience while ensuring that their passengers benefit from premium services. 
The platform leads and directs the adaptation of the aviation industry to Web3 technologies with its 
payment and infrastructure solutions. 

3.5.Aviolity Platform (Utility-Loyalty Token Platform) 

This platform, which aims to take the relations of companies operating in the Civil Aviation sector 
with their users to the next level; It aims to share freedom and value in end user experience with 
AVIO Token and blockchain technology infrastructure. 

B2C Premium tokens, which will be created exclusively for airline companies on the AVIOLITY 
platform, aim to facilitate the accessibility of civil aviation services and maximize the user 
experience of company passengers while enjoying premium services. 

The platform leads and directs the adaptation of the aviation industry to Web3 technologies with the 
payment and infrastructure solutions it offers. 

3.5.1.Features of Aviolity Platform 

Aviolity is the user-oriented, premium social platform of the AVIOSPHERE ecosystem. Platform; 
consists of marketplace, events and opportunities sections. 

Civil aviation companies can increase their customer loyalty and stand out from their competitors 
by adapting to the rapidly growing Web3 technology with Aviolity by realizing their social 
communication and economic value reimbursement with their users through the Aviolity 
platform. 
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3.5.2.Aviolity Market 

It is a marketplace platform that mediates the trading of premium Aviolity tokens in parity of the 
AVIONEX ecosystem tokens, AVIOs Stable Token and AVIO value token. In this way, users will be 
able to liquidate their Premium Aviolity Token earnings with AVIO or AVIOs tokens, as well as own 
more Premium Aviolity Tokens to take advantage of the opportunities. 

3.5.3.Aviolity Events and Opportunities 

It is a platform where users can participate in specially created campaigns, social events and 
voting events thanks to their premium Aviolity Tokens. This platform, which includes various 
social interactions such as new routes of airplanes and menus, allows users to direct the aviation 
industry directly. 

3.5.4.Aviolity Token Model 

Aviolity Token takes the usual miles and reward systems in the aviation industry to the next level, 
strengthening the user's bond with the airline by providing a mutual value balance. The 3 main 
topics that users complain about most in current mile systems are that the loyalty points are not 
universal, that is, they cannot be transferred from person to person, and the earned points 
disappear after a certain period of time. 

With Aviolity tokens, the AVIOSPHERE ecosystem service, it accelerates the Web3 and blockchain 
adaptation of airlines and builds the future of user experience. 

Each of the Aviolity tokens is priced with the current inflation due to the structure of the token 
economy, after the first sale of the AVIONEX ecosystem with the AVIO Token equivalent. Airlines 
reduce their inflation with events and Web3 integration speeds. 

Although Aviolity tokens are created with the support and infrastructure of the AVIONEX platform, 
it is completely done by the community and the airline company in terms of life cycle and 
management. 

3.5.5.Aviolity Token Creation and IDO 

Tokens will be available to AVIO token holders through the Aviolity platform in the AVIOSPHERE 
ecosystem. Loyalty tokens will work with the IDO principle, that is, with the launchpad mechanics. 

A person who wants to buy “X” airline tokens through the Aviolity platform will simply define their 
wallet on the website and then swap the Aviolity token with AVIO tokens at the determined AVIO 
parity price. This method is called IDO (Initial Decentralized Offering). 
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3.5.6.AVIOSPHERE VISA Debit Card 

Passengers will have the opportunity to freely spend their AVIO, AVIOs and Aviolity tokens on all 
platforms and countries supported by the VISA system. Moreover, they will earn up to 5% of AVIO 
Tokens on every spending. 

3.5.7.Web3 Tools 

AVIOSPHERE is building a Web3 bridge to the civil aviation industry. AVIOSPHERE offers 
companies integrated with Aviolity tokens the Web3 technology infrastructure that they can easily 
and safely use on their websites. Web3 tools integrate into the websites of companies integrated 
into the AVIOSPHERE platform. Integrated tools allow users to securely transact on the website 
by connecting their browser wallets, app, or cold wallets. 

Users will be able to take advantage of the new Web3 technology possibilities for actions such as 
participating in events, buying tickets or getting refunds, tokens of the airline company Aviolity 
through the website. It offers the chance to convert the special offer NFTs purchased from the 
AVIONFT platform or the ticket NFTs sold in the marketplace into tickets available from the airline 
website and travel. 

In this way, airline companies will complete the pre-sales of their tickets in a very short time and 
ensure their cash flow, and the passengers will have the opportunity to earn profits by trading the 
affordable tickets they bought with the pre-sales as NFT on the AVIONFT platform. Thanks to the 
AVIONEX ecosystem, the companies and their users on the platform will be a part of the Web3 
and blockchain revolution while mutually gaining. 

Passengers who purchase tickets with Web3 integration will also earn up to 5% of merit tokens 
and can freely use their tokens after a certain lockdown period. 

3.5.8.Problems Solved with Aviolity 

It enables companies operating in the civil aviation sector to bypass the workload and 
technological investment processes required for adaptation to blockchain and Web3 technologies 
and to integrate quickly with its ready-made solution. It solves the problem of free use and 
transfer of miles and points in the current system of passengers. 

It solves the refund processes that are blocked by international payment infrastructures after the 
ticket is purchased, with merit tokens and the AVIONEX ecosystem. In this way, users will be able 
to get their tickets exchanged with AVIO and AVIOs tokens in one step. At the same time, they will 
be able to use the tokens they receive on all AVIONEX platforms. 

Since the multiple credit cards and banks in the current system do not have a universal mile 
system and these miles become unusable after a certain period of time, passengers who have 
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not used their miles cannot accumulate and use many of their rights. Aviolity, on the other hand, 
solves all of these problems with mutual value transfer and AVIONEX technological infrastructure. 

3.6.Aviolity (Utility-Loyalty) Tokens 

Aviolity Token takes the usual miles and reward systems in the aviation industry to the next level, 
strengthening the user's bond with the airline by providing a mutual value balance. In the current 
mileage systems, the 3 main topics that users complain about the most are that the loyalty points 
are not universal, that is, not universally valid, cannot be transferred from person to person, and the 
earned points disappear after a certain period of time. 

With Aviolity tokens, the AVIOSPHERE project is both accelerating the Web3 and blockchain 
adaptation of airlines and building the future of user experience. 

3.6.1.Features of Aviolity Tokens 

Aviolity tokens can be purchased with AVIO Token and have a structure that can be converted to 
these tokens at any time. 

These tokens will be sold on the Aviolity platform by determining the circulation numbers on 
concepts such as total supply, incineration and repurchase, value transfer at the end of the token 
economy and project development processes to be carried out specifically for the airline 
company. 

These tokens will have universal general validity, which can be transferred from wallet to wallet by 
users who have participated in loyalty programs. It will be able to be converted on the platform 
with AVIO and AVIOs Token at any time. The airline company's special purchases and advantages 
can also be purchased with tokens. 

3.6.2.Use Cases of Aviolity Tokenler 

Aviolity tokens can be adapted to all loyalty programs. Special services can be purchased on the 
planes, the right to enter the airline's lounges and the special services available for the lounge can 
be used.  

It can be used for shopping in free zone areas such as duty-free shops and can be used in areas 
such as tourism and ticket purchasing. Although the usage areas are endless, it can be used 
cross-platform on the airline company's business plan on other AvioNFT and Avioverse platforms. 
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3.6.3.Web3 Tools 

AVIOSPHERE Web3 tools have been developed to provide a decentralized area of use by 
integrating users' Aviolity tokens into the airline's website using the Wallet Connect feature on the 
airline website. These vehicles will only be shared with AVIONEX contracted airlines. This 
blockchain technology transfer to be provided to airline companies will be determined through the 
agreement with the airline company with paid and free models. 

With Web3-connected tools, users will provide services such as buying Aviolity tokens on the 
airline site, staking, ticket refund, exchange with other services or after-sales experiences. 

The experience of the user who buys his ticket as NFT with Aviolity tokens from the airline will 
provide many benefits both before and after the flight. 

NFT ticket sales will be produced from the airline company's website with the AVIONEX 
technological infrastructure. NFT tickets produced and sold here can be offered for sale by users 
in the AvioNFT marketplace. 

3.7.AvioNFT 

It is a market platform where artworks created in NFT standards and on blockchain, prototypes 
developed by talented engineers for the aviation industry, special opportunity products created by 
companies operating in the civil aviation and transportation sector, and values in AVIOSPHERE are 
exchanged. 

3.7.1.AvioNFT Patent System 

The young and creative minds of the aviation industry meet the community and the world with 
the AvioNFT patent system. The patent system, which is a part of the AvioNFT ecosystem, 
secures the patents of the designs of the existing and currently used products, and allows the 
designs that have not been implemented yet to be registered as NFT and to be bought and sold 
by large companies. 

Young people whose designs are placed in the market in the form of NFT guarantee that, in case 
their designs are produced, the patent owner is paid as they are used or produced. If the designer 
wishes, he can sell his designs royalty-free as NFT. 

While this system supports innovation in the aviation industry academically, it also secures 
existing patenting applications with blockchain technology by providing universal tracking from 
the production line to the usage line. 

3.7.2.AvioNFT Market Mechanism 
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NFT Marketplace, powered by Aviolity and AVIOVERSE platforms, allows users to buy and sell 
patented designs, NFTs of airlines integrated into the Aviolity system or tickets that users pre-
purchased with AVIOSPHERE Web3 tools with other users. 

The purchase and sale of parcels, building designs and clothes on the AVIOVERSE platform are 
also made on this marketplace. On the platform, users can buy and sell special tickets of the 
events in AVIOVERSE as NFT here. 

3.7.3.NFT Ticket Mechanism 

Airline companies integrated into AVIOSPHERE Web3 tools entitle their users who hold merit 
tokens to participate in the pre-sale of tickets for scheduled flights in the future. Users can 
convert the tickets purchased from these pre-sales into NFT via the bridge on the airline company 
website and sell them to other users on the AvioNFT platform. 

In this way, passengers will have the chance to profit from the Aviolity system, and the airline 
companies will be able to finish the pre-sales of their tickets early and meet their cash needs 
immediately. 

3.8.Avioverse 

Experiences on Metaverse island are integrated with AVIONEX platforms. In AVIOVERSE, users will 
experience virtual city tours, global socializing and interacting with other users with the chat and 
voice search feature. 

Users who will experience Metaverse tourism with AVIOVERSE will also have the chance to win AVIO 
or AVIOs Tokens with Play-2-Earn games on the platform. Designers and architects will publish their 
designed buildings and environments on AVIOVERSE and share their work with all virtual universe 
tourists in the Metaverse universe. 

With the integration of VR glasses, they will be able to experience the hard-to-reach aircraft operating 
experience on the platform and obtain a piloting simulation certificate. They will be able to 
participate in simulations where they can witness history with the symbolic names of history with 
the aviation and history museums on AVIOVERSE. 

3.8.1.Avioverse Materials 

There are Market, Build, Event, Blog and Explore sections within the platform. 

Users will start using these sections by connecting with their wallets with Web3 technology on 
the platform. KYC or profile settings can be made with the user account created with the wallet. 
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After the wallet is integrated, users are directed to the AvioNFT Metaverse section by clicking on 
the Market section, where they can buy lands or sell their existing lands. Besides, they can apply 
their designs on their land. 

4. Glossary of Terms 
Airdrop:  

Airdrop is a marketing strategy that involves sending coins or tokens to wallet addresses. Small 
amounts of the new virtual currency are sent to the wallets of active members of the blockchain 
community for free or in return for a small service, such as retweeting a post sent by the 
company issuing the currency. 

AML:  

Anti-money laundering (AML) refers to the web of laws, regulations, and procedures aimed at 
uncovering efforts to disguise illicit funds as legitimate income. 

AMM:  

Automated market makers (AMMs) allow digital assets to be traded without permission and 
automatically by using liquidity pools instead of a traditional market of buyers and sellers. 

Blockchain:  

A blockchain is a distributed database or ledger that is shared among the nodes of a computer 
network. As a database, a blockchain stores information electronically in digital format. 
Blockchains are best known for their crucial role in cryptocurrency systems, such as Bitcoin, for 
maintaining a secure and decentralized record of transactions. 

Fiat Money:  

Fiat money is a government-issued currency that is not backed by a physical commodity, such as 
gold or silver, but rather by the government that issued it. 

KYC:  

Know Your Client (KYC) is a standard in the investment industry that ensures advisors can verify a 
client's identity and know their client's investment knowledge and financial profile. 

LP (Liquidity Provider):  

A core liquidity provider is a financial institution that acts as a middleman in the securities 
markets. The providers buy large volumes of securities from the companies that issue them and 
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then distribute them in batches to financial institutions who then make them available directly to 
retail investors. 

Metaverse:  

The metaverse is a digital reality that combines aspects of social media, online gaming, 
augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), and cryptocurrencies to allow users to interact 
virtually. Augmented reality overlays visual elements, sound, and other sensory input onto real-
world settings to enhance the user experience.  

NFT:  

Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are cryptographic assets on a blockchain with unique identification 
codes and metadata that distinguish them from each other. 

Stabil Token:  

A stable coin is a cryptocurrency whose value is pegged to the price of another asset, hence the 
term “stable.” For example, if functioning correctly a stable coin pegged to the U.S. dollar should 
always be valued at $1. 

Stake:  

Staking is when you lock crypto assets for a set period of time to help support the operation of a 
blockchain. In return for staking your crypto, you earn more cryptocurrency. Many blockchains 
use a proof of stake consensus mechanism. 

Utility-Loyalty Token:  

It is aimed to offer benefits that users cannot have with money. It is aimed to increase the loyalty 
of investors towards their tokens. It is tried to create a kind of loyalty program for investors. Utility 
token holders have the privilege of accessing these services offered exclusively to them by the 
project owners. Accordingly, their prices can be variable, just like goods and services. The term 
“loyalty” means that the utility token is distributed to users through loyalty programs. 
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